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1 - Chibi Alert 1
*In the forest*After saving the world our saviors are taking a well deserved break..........
Yusuke:Cannonball!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!*jumps off a rock into the lake*
Hiei:*gets splashed slghtly* arg!!!!!!!!!detective splash me again and you will die!!!!!!!!!!!
Yusuke:Okay Okay jeese chill out!*grins*
Kuwabara:*Reaches behind a rock and pelts Hiei with a water balloon.*
Kurama:You should not have done that Kuwabara.......*sweatdrop*
Hiei:Blast it you baka *pulls out sword and starts slicing at Kuwabara*
Kurama:*pulls out rose whip and whirls it around Hiei's sword*
Hiei:Let my sword go and stay out of this!
Yusuke:Hey come on guys clam down live a little. Kurama:*pulls back the whip*
Hiei:....Hn......stupid bakas.....*puts sword away and starts walking in the woods*
Kuwabara:HAHAHAHA shortie!
Yusuke:*pushes Kuwabara in the water* Hiei:*muttering angrily to himself* trips over something* arg!
Hiei:What? *picks up some paper**puts something in his pocket*
Hiei:*reads the paper aloud* Say chibifye and wave hand over victims*(doesn't know what a chibi is but
does this and aims in the direction Yusuke Kuwabara and Kurama are.)
Hiei:Chibifye!*waves his hand* *A flash of light* *High voices*
Chibi Kuwabara:What the heck!!!!!!Yusuke and Kurama you look all small and your eyes *laughs
hysterically(he hasn't noticed he is a chibi too)
Chibi Yusuke:*kicks him* Your tiny and goofy looking too so shut it!
Chibi Kurama:Our hands are chubby our eyes are huge we look comical.....omg were chibi's!!!!!!!!!!
*meanwhile*Hiei who has been watching them from a tree*jumps down and walks over*

Chibi Yusuke:Hiei something seriously screwed up is going on!
Chibi Kuwabara:*notices Hiei isn't a chibi*Hey shortie how come your not a chibi too?
Chibi Kurama:*has already figured it out*
Hiei:*picks up Chibi Kuwabara and throws him in the water*
Chibi Kuwabara:*flails around with Chibi zanyness*.
Chibi Kurama:You did this to us didn't you Hiei?!?!?!?!
Hiei:Guilty as charged hehehehe.
Chibi Kuwabara:*still flailing*
Chibi Yusuke:Make us normal Hiei!!!!!!!!!!
Hiei:Nah this is a much better look for all of you.*smirk*
Chibi Kurama:Come on Hiei!!!!!!!
Chibi Yusuke:I didn't want it to come to this but*Spirit Gun**nothing happens*
Chibi Kuwabara:I can't do my Spirit Sword!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Chibi Kurama:I can't even use my Rose Whip!!!!!!!!
Hiei:*snickers*And shimmers away*(actually just to a tree so he can still see them but they don't know
that).
Chibi Yusuke:*Pulls Chibi Kuwabara out of the water*
Chibi Kuwabara:This is the second lowest thing I think he's ever done!
Chibi Yusuke:What was the first?
Chibi Kuwabara:He had to be bribed to come to the House of Four Dimensions.
Chibi Yusuke:HE WAS GONNA LEAVE ME TO DIE?!?!?!?!??!?!
Chibi Kurama:Unfortunatley yes........
Chibi Yusuke:GRRR!!!!!!!stupid shortie some friend he is!!!!!!!!
Hiei:*feels a little guilty*.

Chibi Kurama:Calm down Yusuke if he is still around as I suspect the last thing we want to do is say
something to anger him.
Chibi Kuwabara:ARG!!! How the heck did he get those stupid powers anyway?!?!?!?
Chibi Yusuke:It's your fault for throwing the water balloon at him!
Chibi Kuwabara:Oh really!?!?!?!?!*tackles Yusuke* *They roll around punching each other* *They roll
into the water and get swept away by the vast current*
Chibi Kurama:Oh no!!!Guys your going to go over a waterfall!!!! *They go over the waterfall*
Chibi Yusuke:Dangit were going to die on a bunch of stupid rocks!!!!!!
*A swift figure grabs them puts them on the ground and shimmers away*
Chibi Kuwabara:Hey shortie saved our lives!!!!!!
Chibi Kurama:*Comes running up*
Chibi Kurama:I saw him briefly.
Chibi Yusuke:Wow he actually...saved us........
Chibi Kuwabara:Well maybe he's not...so bad but he's still a shortie.
Hiei:*watching from a tree smiles slightly*
Chibi Kurama:Well now what we don't have spirit energy Hiei doesn't seem to want to make us normal
anytime soon...... *a voice calls out *Hey Yusuke Kuwabara Kurama??????Where are you guys???????
Chibi Yusuke:Oh please no not now!
Koenma:(in teenage form)*walks up and sees them*
Koenma:§_§
Chibi Yusuke Kuwabara and Kurama:All stare blankly....... *Akward silence* *Then*
Koemna:HAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!Who's the toddler now Yusuke!!!!!HAHAHAHAHA your a Chibi!!!!!!!!!!!
Chibi Yusuke:Just shut up okay!!!!!!
Koenma:*Tears in eyes from laughing so hard*
Koenma:So how *fights back more laughter* did this happen.

Chibi Kuwabara:Shortie did this to us somehow.
*A perky voice yells Yay you found them Koenma!
Chibi Yusuke:This is just not my day *sighs*
Hiei:*from the tree*Snickers*
Botan:Oh my gosh your just all so adorable!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Chibi Kuwabara:Why thank you Botan ^_^!
Botan:*picks them all up and hugs them tight*
Chibi Kurama:Uh....Botan your crushing me......
Botan:Whoops ^_^ sorry about that *puts them down* your just so cute!
Chibi Yusuke:Hey Koenma how come none of us can use spirit energy?
Koenma:Toddlers can't use spirit energy.
Chibi Yusuke:*Annoyance mark*
Koenma:Okay okay I'm not really sure but Botan and I can try and find Hiei and get him to change you
back okay?
Chibi Yusuke:*Still annoyed*
Koenma:Or I could look into making it permanent........
Chibi Kurama:NO!!!!!!that won't be necessary.
Koenma:Okay then Botan come on*they both walk away*
Chibi Kuwabara:Grr......I don't care if he saved my life he's still a jerk and a shortie!!!!!!!!
Chibi Yusuke:*punches him* Your not helping!!!!!!
Chibi Kurama:I've got it!!!!!!!
Chibi Kurama:Remember Botan's whistle Kuwabara?
Chibi Kuwabara:Oh ya!
Chibi Yusuke:*Clueless* Hiei:*gets an odd look on his face*

Chibi Kurama:I don't have spirit energy but if we all work together it might work.
Chibi Kurama:*Holds up a rose* shout into this as loud and long as you can!!
All:*yell really loud* Hiei:*grips his head*jumps out of tree and smacks the rose away*
Chibi Kurama:Well well well you were watching us after all.
Hiei:Kurama!!!!!!!!If you ever do that again I'm going to make you eat a mouthful of dirt the hard way!
Chibi Kurama:Make us normal Hiei!!!!!!!
Hiei:*looks slightly emmbarrassed*
Chibi Kurama:Don't tell me.......
Hiei:Well I don't actually know how to reverse the spell........
Chibi Yusuke:WHAT!!!!!!!!!!
Hiei:When I was walking I found the paper and then I did what it said and put the other paper away
and........
Chibi Kurama:Other paper?!?!?!?!
Hiei:Pulls it out and reads it*
Hiei:That explains why it wanted me to save it for later.......
Chibi Kuwabara:Then make us normal!!!!!!!!!!! Hiei:Well I know how but I don't think I should.......
Hiei:*smirks* *suddenly theres a loud pop*chibi gang's eyes get bigger they get more animated and
adorable*
Chibi Kuwabara:*Waves his cute tiny chubby chibi hands around.*
Chibi Yusuke*Really high voice*Hiei please, we're becoming more chibier!!!!!!!
Hiei:*is on the ground laughing hysterically*
Chibi Kuwabara:Is it possible for him to laugh that much!?!?!?!?!
Chibi Kurama:I suppose so......
Hiei:*sits up*
Hiei:*looks at them and holds in laughter*

Chibi Kurama:Come on Hiei please!!!!!!!!!
Hiei:Okay, okay, fine *snickers*
Hiei:Un-chibifye!!!!!!!!!!!*waves his hand over them*
Yusuke:Yes!!!!!!!!!
Kurama:Pulls out Rose Whip* then puts it back*.
Kuwabara:Our spirit energy is normal again!!!
Kuwabara:HIEI IS SHORT AGAIN YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hiei:Did I mention I can make you chibi's again anytime I want?
Yusuke:Uh.....no you failed to mention that.....
Hiei:Chibifye!!!!!!!!!!!*waves his hand over them*
Chibi Yusuke Kurama and Kuwabara:HIEI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! To be continued..........

2 - Chibi Alert 2
*Previously*
Hiei got pissed off and so when he found a way to turn the gang into chibi's he was all for it
muwahahahahaha they got turned normal and turned back into chibi's and now........(read on to find out
hehehehehe)
Chibi Kurama:*waves tiny fists* *high voice* Hiei change us back!!!!
Hiei:*staring at them*§_§......*laughs hysterically**falls on the ground*
Chibi Yusuke:Steals the papers with the information o n how to make people chibis.
Chibi Kurama:*Reads over his shoulder and raises his hand and yells Chibifye*!!!!!!!!
Chibi Hiei:*Has big cute chibi eyes*is quite tiny*has round face*
Chibi Hiei:NOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!
Chibi Kuwabara:HAHAHAHAHA!!!!!This is hilarious!!!!!!!!!
Chibi Hiei:Make me normal right now!!!!!!
Chibi Yusuke:If we do we know you probobly won't change us back and try to erect revenge so no.
Chibi Hiei:Well I wouldn't trust you either!!
Chibi Kuwabara:Well not that your a midget again and a chibi were stronger than you because you don't
have your spirit energy anymore!
Chibi Hiei:*Pulls out sword*and slices Kuwabara.
Chibi Kuwabara:*Pushes sword away*
Chibi Hiei:Stupid chibi sword doesn't work*sheathes it*
Chibi Kurama:Well since it seems were stuck like this for awhile what do you propose we do?
Chibi Yusuke:I dunno..........
Chibi Kuwabara:I'll go talk to Yukina she'll help ^_^!
Chibi Yusuke:Oh ya sure I'll bet she gave you a magical head band that allows you to summon her right

to us from Koorime World.
Chibi Kuwabara:Actually she did *smirks*Pushes heart on headband* *Yukina appears*
Yukina:Kazuma??Kurama and Yusuke and .......HIEI?Your all chibi's!!!!!!!!!!!
Chibi Kuwabara:Yukina, can you make us normal???
Yukina:How? Chibi Yusuke:Just wave you hand and say........(gets cut off)
(Hiei worried they'll be normal and convince Yukina to not make him normal and acts on instinct)
Chibi Hiei:Waves his hand at Yukina and says chibifye!!
Chibi Yukina:HIEI!!!!!!
Chibi Kuwabara:You shortie!!!!!!*tackles Hiei*
Chibi Hiei:get off baka!
Chibi Kurama:Grabs Kuwabara*
Chibi Yusuke:Grabs Hiei*
Chibi Kurama:Calm down!
Chibi Yukina:*tries to use ice powers and they don't work*
Chibi Yukina:Oh dear.......
Chibi Kuwabara:You turned your own sister into a chibi you dummy!!!!!!!!
Chibi Hiei:*looks down*
Chibi Yukina:Aww don't worry it's alright*pats Hiei's back*
Chibi Kuwabara:*glares at Hiei*
Chibi Yusuke:*Kicks Kuwabara into the water*
Chibi Kuwabara:*flails with chibiness*
Chibi Yukina:Kazuma!
Chibi Kurama:*helps him out of the water*
Chibi Yukina:So why not just make each other normal?

Chibi Hiei and Kuwabara:*at same time*I don't trust him.
Chibi Yukina:Well show me how and I'll do it.
Chibi Hiei and Chibi Kuwabara:*nod*
Chibi Kurama:Gives Yukina the paper.......
Chibi Yukina:*waves her hand over them and says un-chibifye*
Hiei:Much better! Kuwabara:YA!*pushes Hiei into the water*
Chibi Yukina:Hiei! Hiei:Jumps out and kicks Kuwabara into a tree *waves his hand over Yukina and says
unchibifye*
Yukina:Thank you Hiei!
Yusuke:*Helps Kuwabara up*
Kuwabara:Shortie!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hiei:*glares*
Kurama:Finds a slip of paper on the ground.......
Paper reads:The switcher* Kurama:Grins*and........... Preview:Next time........uh oh body swiching chaos
and evil all combine in this the fan fic of *The Switcher* To be continued...........

3 - Switcher
Previously.......The gang become Chibi's then they became normal and Kurama found a paper marked
Swicher.....Uh oh........
Koenma and Botan walk up*
Botan:Darn they're normal again......
Yusuke:*annoyance mark*Whad'ya mean darn?!?!?!?!?
Kurama:Does as the paper says and choses who goes where.
Kurama:*waves his hand and says*switch! *flash of light*
All:§_§ Kuwabara(Hiei):I'am in the baka's body!!!!! Koenma(Yusuke):Goes to Kid Koenma form (he
doesn't know how to keep the teenage form up so he reverts to kid form)
Koenma(Yusuke):Spits out binkie(thats the thing Koenma always has in his mouth)
Hiei(Kuwabara):ACK IM A MIDGET!!!!!!!!!
Botan(Yukina):*Notices Kurama seems to be the same.*
All:Look at Kurama.
Kurama:Eh hehehehe.
Kuwabara(Hiei):MAKE US NORMAL RIGHT NOW KITSUNE OR I WILL RIP OUT YOUR INSIDES!!!!!!!!!
Kurama:In Kuwabara's body?
Kuwabara(Hiei):Glares*
Hiei(Kuwabara):Hey are you saying I'am not strong enough to take you Kurama!?!?!?
Koenma(Yusuke):That exactly what he's saying loser.
Hiei(Kuwabara:*tackles Yusuke*
Yukina(Botan):*Accidently freezes a tree*
Kuwabara(Hiei):*summons spirit sword**attacks Kurama*

Kurama:*kicks spirit sword hand* *spirit sword falters*
Kuwabara(Hiei):Stupid weak human body!!!!!!!!
Koenma(Yusuke):Koenma's body is even weaker than his body!
Kurama:This is pretty funny.
Yukina(Botan):*Snatches paper from Kurama*
Kurama:Hey!Give that back right now! Yukina(Botan):Reads through it.
Yukina(Botan):*is somehow holding Puu*
Yukina(Botan):*says switch and waves her hand over Kurama and Puu.*
Puu(Kurama):*blinks**thinks*Oh no.
Kurama(Puu):What happened?
All:§_§
Kuwabara(Hiei):*Grabs Kurama*
Puu(Kurama):*Struggles*
Botan(Yukina):Hes so adorable *hugs Puu*
All:§_§
Hiei(Kuwabara):Yukina!!!!!!
Botan(Yukina):*blushes*
Hiei(Kuwabara):*Pouts*
Yusuke(Koenma):Well are you gonna change us back??????
Puu(Kurama)*Nods*
Yukina(Botan):*undoes the switch spell on Kurama so he can undue the switch spell on them*
Kuwabara(Hiei):*throws Puu*
Botan(Yukina):*Smacks Hiei's head*
Kuwabara(Hiei):OW!

Kurama:Maybe I should leave you like this......
All:§_§
Botan(Yukina):Please make us normal Kurama.
Kurama:Fine.....*waves hand over them and undoes spell*
Kuwabara:I'am me again!!!!!!!!!
Yukina:Thank you Kurama.
Kurama:No problem.
Hiei:*puts sword to Kurama's throat*
Kurama:Now now Hiei ....don't*odd look on face*.........*looks a little pale*
Hiei:Hn....don't worry i was just giving a little pay back.
Yusuke:You should have seen the look on your face!
Kurama:Do you wanna be Puu!?!?!?!
Yusuke:*stops laughing*
Yukina: *Yawns*
Next time:Hiei Yusuke and Kurama decide to play a little joke on Kuwabara unfortunatley they get more
than they bargained for when Kuwabara gets demonfied........

4 - A Day In The Life
*A normal day after the whole chibi/switching incident*
Kuwabara:Yawns*lying on the grass*
*Meanwhile*In Yusuke's house*
Hiei:No way in Hell!!!!!!!
Yusuke:Aww come on Hiei I know you want to!
Hiei:Never!!!!!!!!
Kurama:I must admit the idea is crazy......
Yusuke:All we do is take him to demon world leave him there and pretend to leave and the scary
demons,who would actually be some disguised friends from the Dark Tournament, give him a little
scare!
Hiei:Well it would be kinda interesting to see the baka scared out of his wits......
Kurama:....hm....
Yusuke:Come on!
Hiei:Fine but tell anyone I was willing to do this without any payment except his horror*evil grin*and I will
rip your inards out the hard way.
Kurama and Yusuke:§_§ Understood.
Hiei:Kurama and I will get the others ready you just get the baka up to a little trip.
Yusuke:*walks out side*
*Hiei and Kurama*vanish*
Yusuke:*Walks outside*
Kuwabara:Such a nice day out........
Yusuke*thinks*not for long*snickers*
Kuwabara:What are you laughing for Urameshi!?!?!?!

Yusuke:Oh nothing!
Hiei:*using telepathy*bring him to the forest.
Yusuke:Hey Kuwabara come on I wanna show you something.
Kuwabara:What is it? Yusuke:Come on and I'll show you unless your afraid you can't handle it.
Kuwabara*Is instantly up* *They go to the forest*
Hiei and Kurama:*Are standing next to a portal.
Yusuke:*Pushes Kuwabara through it and goes inside followed by Hiei and Kurama.*
Kuwabara:Where are we?!?!?!?!?!
Hiei and Kurama and Yusuke:*Pretend to go through the portal and shut it.*
Kuwabara:HEY!!!!!!!!!!!
*The demons sent to scare Kuwabara appear in black cloaks*
Kuwabara:*Conjures Spirit Sword*Who are you?!?!?!?!
Rinku:*Jumps on his head*
Kuwabara:GRRR!!!!!!!Take your cloaks off!!!!!!
Touya:Why would we do that?
Jin:*Whirls around Kuwabara swiftly*
Chuu:Hehehehe*
Kuwabara:*Gets dizzy watching Jin*
*After some more antagonizing him they vanish*
Kuwabara:*Puts sword away*
Kuwabara:*Walks around looking for Yusuke, Hiei, and Kurama* Then in confused exhaustion trips into
a small glowing lake*
*Meanwhile in another part of Demon World*
Hiei:That was hilarious, the look on his face was great!

Touya:Hehehe
Rinku:He's so boring he's funny.
Yusuke:Speaking of I better go find the idiot before he hurts himself.
Kurama:Okay catch up later Yusuke.
*About 20 minutes later*
Yusuke:Jeese where did the idiot go?!?!?!?!
*Rustling in the abnormally tall trees behind him*
Yusuke:*Gets Spirit Gun ready*
*An orange demon at least 25 feet stomps out*
Yusuke:*Is ready to fire*
Demon:*Grabs Yusuke pushing his arms down and disengageing the Spirit Gun*
Yusuke*Struggles*
Demon:*In loud scratchy voice*Urameshi you jerk!!!!!!!!!
Yusuke:*Freezes*Ku.......Kuwabara?!?!?!?
Demon Kuwabara:That's right after you and Hiei and Kurama ditched me I got attacked and
demonfied*squeezes Yusuke*
Yusuke:Well it's not my fault you were scared of the demons we sent.
Demon Kuwabara:YOU SENT THEM!!!!!!!!!*squeezes Yusuke harder*
Yusuke:*coughs*Kuwabara quit squeezing me!
Demon Kuwabara:*squeezes harder*
Yusuke:Kuwabara!
Demon Kuwabara:*drops Yusuke looking like he just realized he was squeezing Yusuke*
Yusuke:*coughs up blood*
Demon Kuwabara:Whoa, Yusuke I'm sorry I don't know what happened!

Yusuke:*Stands up and sees stars and tumbles backwards into a hole and falls into a pool of purple
glowing water*
DemonKuwabara:Yusuke!
Yusuke:*Blacks out*
*About 30 minutes later*
Hiei:So that's what he's like as a kid.
Demon Kuwabara:Hahahaha he's a shrimp.
Kid Yusuke:Ugghh *groans*
Kurama:He's awake!
Kid Yusuke:*Jumps up*Who are you?!?!?!?!?!
Kid Yusuke:*Bumps into Demon Kuwabara*Looks up*
Kid Yusuke:GAH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!*Runs*
Hiei:*Grabs him by the collar of his shirt and holds him up*
Kid Yusuke:Let go of me!!!!!!!!*Punches Hiei and accidently uses Spirit Energy*
Hiei:WHY YOU LITTLE*Starts to grab sword*
Kurama:Hiei control yourself, he obviously doesn't remember us.
Kid Yusuke:*Struggles out of his jacket*(Clothes became little too)
Kid Yusuke:Who are you all?!?!?!?!?!
Demon Kuwabara:I'm Kuwabara, that's Hiei, and that's Kurama.
Kid Yusuke:§_§ You....you....you can talk!!!!!!!!!!!
Kurama:He's actually human but he got turned into a demon.
Kid Yusuke:You people are crazy.
Demon Kuwabara:No were not listen we're your best friends, those two are demons, and you're a Spirit
Detective, and your actually not a kid but you got turned into one, and it erased your memory.

Kid Yusuke:Your crazy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hiei:*Talks in telepathy*No we're really not Yusuke*
Kid Yusuke:But how did? What was?ACK!!!!!!!!!!
Kurama:It's okay, it's his Jagan Eye.
Kid Yusuke:Jagged Eye?
Hiei:*Annoyance mark*It's a Jagan Eye *shows Yusuke*
Kid Yusuke:AHHHH!!!!!!!!!!*backs into a tree*
Koenma:*Appears*(He is in teen form)
Kid Yusuke:Hey you just appeared!!!!!!!
Koenma:Yusuke?
Kid Yusuke:Why does everyone know my name!!!!!!!
Koenma:Hahaha who's the toddler again!
Kid Yusuke:*Kicks Koenma*
Koenma:OW!
Demon Kuwabara:*Grabs Yusuke*
Kid Yusuke:Let me go you big monster thing!!!!!!!!!!!!
Koenma: *Sweatdrops*
Hiei: *slams hand into Yusuke's neck, and knocks him unconcious*
So time goes on and Kuwabara is returned normal, Yusuke is still a kid but his memory returned, and
they're all hanging out at Yusuke's along with Touya, Rinku, Chuu, and Jin*
Kuwabara:Hahaha, your even more of a shortie than Hiei!
Kid Yusuke:Shawd up!!!!!!!!!!
Hiei:*Glares*
Kurama:*Sighs*

Next time-Someone has turned everyone in Human World into an animal and Yusuke is gone at
Koenma's looking for a way to return normal!!What will happen now as the chaos continues next time!

5 - The Zoo From Hell
Previously-Kuwabara got demonfied, Yusuke got shrunk, and now everyone's taking a break because
theres no trouble or so they think.
Kid Yusuke:SHAWD UP ALREADY!!!!!!!!!
Kuwabara:Why?Your a shrimp and I love saying it.
Koenma:*Appears in teen form*
Kid Yusuke:Have you found a cure yet?!?!?!?
Koenma:No so you need to come *Grabs Yusuke and vanishes*
Hiei:Well that was discreet.
Kurama:He looked irked.
Kuwabara:I think he looked the same.
Hiei:And I know your an idiot.
Kuwabara:HEY!!!!!!!!!!
*Meanwhile*
Kid Yusuke:*Appears in Human World*
Kid Yusuke:*Looks around and there is total chaos and animals everywhere.*
Kid Yusuke:*Goes to his house and sees a bunch of animals*
*A little orange cat comes walking up*
Kid Yusuke:What is with all the animals?
Cat:Urameshi you jerk you left and didn't get changed!!!!!!!!!!
Kid Yusuke:GAH!!!!!!!!*Falls over* Kuwabara!?!?!?!?!?!
Cat Kuwabara:Yes me and everyone else.
Kid Yusuke:*Looks at the animals sitting around the front of his house*You mean they're?

Kuwabara:*Nods*
Kid Yusuke:Okay, let's see I'll bet the fox is Kurama, the black panther is Hiei, and that's all I can guess.
Bunny:You guessed Hiei and Kurama correctly.
Kid Yusuke:Yukina?
Bunny Yukina:Yes.
*Suddenly a snow tiger jumps out of a tree*
Snow Tiger:Yusuke your a...kid!
Kid Yusuke:Genkai!?!?!?!?*laughs*
Snow Tiger Genkai:*Tackles him*What was that dimwit?
Kid Yusuke:Did I say anything??????
Snow Tiger Genkai: Didn't think so. *Jumps back into a tree branch.*
*A dove floats down and lands on Yusuke's hand*
Kid Yusuke:And who are you?
Dove Kayko:I'am Kayko.
Kid Yusuke:Your a dove *snickers*
Dove Kayko:Stop laughing!!!*pecks Yusuke's head*
Kid Yusuke:OW!!!!!!Okay okay you win.*rubs head*mutters ow......... *even more mutter*better not use
my head as a toilet.
Fox Kurama:*Looks around*Shouldn't Touya and the others be back by now?
Panther Hiei:*Tries to sense them*Their minds have been blocked.
Puppy:Well that's certainly not good!
Kid Yusuke:Botan, your a puppy?
Puppy Botan:Yup!
*A hawk flies overhead, and a hedgehog, a bull, and a polarboar come up*

Fox Kurama:Hello, Touya, Rinku, Chuu, and Jin.
Hawk Jin:Well, well, howdy, and it looks like our little Yusuke has joined us too!
Kid Yusuke:Jin your a hawk!
Panther Hiei:Obviously.
Kid Yusuke:Oh be quiet.*Pouts* Bull Chuu:Ya don't be so hard on the poor KID, Hiei.*Laughs*
Kid Yusuke:Meanies.......
Polar Bear Touya:And so you know I'am Touya and this hedgehog is Rinku.
Hedgehog Rinku:Yup that's me.
Kid Yusuke:Jeese it's like a zoo.
Panther Hiei:More like a Zoo from Hell. *It becomes noticable that Fox Kurama and Hawk Jin are staring
rather hungrily at Bunny Yukina
(Foxes and Hawks eat bunnies)
Bunny Yukina:*Hides behind Hiei*
Panther Hiei:If anyone of you so much as bares your teeth at her that, person will be torn apart*Glares*
Fox Kurama:I wouldn't eat Yukina, she's my friend!
Hawk Jin:The same here!
Panther Hiei:You had better not!
Fox Kurama and Hawk Jin:I wouldn't ever*hurt looks*
Bunny Yukina:*Stops hiding behind Hiei* Sorry. It's the bunny instincts.
Kid Yusuke:Hey, Hiei says your minds are blocked.
Polar Bear Touya:Well obviously, he's a panther, he hasn't got the Jagan Eye.
Panther Hiei: -_-....
Kid Yusuke:Well as funny as this all is we need to find out who or what did this and make things right
again!

Koenma:Well, don't you sound heroic!(Is suddenly standing behind Yusuke)
Kid Yusuke:GAH!!!!!!!!!DON'T DO THAT!
Koenma:Why, because I scared the little toddler?
Kid Yusuke:No!!!!!!!!And shawd up.
Koenma:Hehehehe sure.
Kid Yusuke:*Glowers*
Snow Tiger Genkai:I assume you've come here for a particular purpose.
Koenma:Well see.... *Cut off*
*Animal impulses strengthened, animal minds released*
Panther Hiei:*Looks at nearly all the animals as if they were a potential meal*
Bunny Yukina:*Sees alot of predators and begins hopping away*
Fox Kurama and Hawk Jin:*Watch the bunny intently*
Puppy Botan:*Barks happily and bounces around Koenma*
Snow Tiger Genkai:*Growls menacingly* Bull Chuu:*Snorts*
Polar Bear Touya:*Pounds on the tree Genkai is in*
Snow Tiger Genkai:*Growls*
Dove Kayko:*Starts to fly away but is grabbed and held by Yusuke*
Cat Kuwabara:*Meow meow *rubs against Yusuke's legs*
Kid Yusuke:GAH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
*Suddenly, it all ceases and all are normal again*
Yusuke:Hahaha Kuwabara you were such a cute little kitty.
Kuwabara:SHUT UP!!!!!!!!!!!!
Kurama:Well *sweatdrops*things are normal again.
Next Time: PEOPLE GET SHRUNK!

6 - The Little People
Previously-Yusuke went to Kurama and everyone became an animal they became normal and things so
far are normal but for how long will things stay this way? Find out!
Hiei:No way in Hell I'll play!
Botan:Oh come on Hiei you wouldn't refuse me Hie,i because I know you wouldn't want to end up stuck
in one city.
Hiei:Hn.......I'd rather that than play the stupid game anyway.
Koenma:How about I revoke your powers?
Hiei:*eye twitches* Fine I'll play your stupid game but kill whoever I get.
Kuwabara:Oh, chill out shortie this will be fun.
Yukina:Please, play Hiei.
Hiei:No way.
Yusuke:Come on Hiei spin the bottle can be fun.
Hiei:Slicing your throat would be even more fun.
Yusuke:Point taken.
*Night fall eventually comes and Yusuke, Kuwabara, and the others each go home, while Kurama and
Hiei sit by the lake in the forest. *
Hiei:I can't believe you lowered your self to playing that game.
Kurama:It's not all that bad.
(Just so you know the people playing were as follows:Kurama, Kuwabara, Yusuke, Koenma, Botan,
Yukina, Kayko, Shizuru, and Puu.)
(Hiei refused to play)
Hiei:Your pathetic.
Kurama:And you don't know how to have fun.

Hiei:That's not fun you baka.
Kurama:Right right, well anyway my mother will be expecting me home see ya tommorow.*Walks home*
Hiei:Whatever. *Sits and throws rocks at the lake*
*Then Hiei vanishes*
Hiei:*Rubs his eyes that suddenly hurt*
Hiei:*Then looks around confused*
Kurama:*Walking on the sidewalk**smacks head*My wallets gone I must have dropped it*Runs to the
forest*
Hiei:*Looks around in shock*I....I....I've been shrunk.
Hiei:*Walks around trying to get out of the grass and bumps into something*
Hiei:Hey it's Kurama's wallet......*snicker*That probably hasn't even realized it's gone......*Hears
footsteps*Okay so I was wrong......*sweatdrop*
Kurama:*calls out "Hey Hiei is my wallet there?". *No answer*
Kurama:He must have left.
Hiei:*thinks "No way I'm gonna let him know I've been shrunk *turns to shimmer and runs into a
lizard(Which is kinda similar to Godzilla for him lol ~_^.)
Hiei:Gah! *falls back*
Kurama:*Sees his wallet and picks it up and sees a lizard.*Then sees it get sliced in half*
Kurama: What the?!?!?!*sees Hiei*
Hiei:*Sweatdrop*
Kurama:*Laughing now falls on the ground from laughing so hard*
Hiei:*Annoyance/Anger mark*Go to hell you baka.
Kurama:*Laughs*Aww come on it's funny.
Hiei:Whatever*Starts walking away*
Kurama:Hiei wait what happened?

Hiei:I don't know who or what did this but when I find out whatever did it is dead.
Kurama:Your like six-inches tall how are you gonna find anything.
Hiei:I don't know.
Kurama:*Sweatdrop*
Hiei:Hn.......
Hiei:Isn't your mom waiting for you?
Kurama:Yes so I'll just leave you here to get eaten (Sarcastic).
Hiei:Fine, go then, I don't care. *Indifferent shrug*
Kurama:Okay *shrugs*Starts walking away*
Hiei:*starts walking the other way*
Kurama:*Realizes Hiei is serious and so does the only thing he can do *flicks Hiei and knocks him out*
Hiei:X_X.
(Author: MEANY KURAMA) (~_^)
Kurama:*Picks him up* Sorry Hiei but it's for your own good.
*Later on back at Kurama's house*
Hiei:*rubs his head*Ugh......*Looks around confused*
Kurama:Awake I see?
Hiei:*Eyes go into focus*YOU BAKA I'AM GOING TO KILL YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Kurama:Not very likely.
Hiei:Hn........*Jumps off desk and starts walking towards the door*
Kurama:*Shuts door*
Hiei:Hey!
Kurama:Where do you think your going?
Hiei:Wherever I want, now open the door!

Kurama:No Hiei you'll hurt yourself.
Hiei:Just shut up and open the door! *Door bell rings*
Kurama:Oh they are here. Hiei:WHO!?!?!?!?!*reads Kurama's mind*
Hiei:YOU INVITED THOSE BAKA'S OVER!?!?!?!?!?!
Kurama:*Picks Hiei up and then answers the door*
Hiei:Let go baka *Pulls out tiny sword and cuts Kurama's hand*
Kurama:OW!*drops Hiei*
Hiei: *Gets picked up by Kuwabara*
Kuwabara:HAHAHAHAHA SHORTIE IS EVEN SHORTER!!!!!!!!!!
Yusuke:*Joins in laughter*
Kurama:*Smacks both their heads*One it isn't funny and two my mother is asleep!
Yusuke and Kuwabara:OW!
Hiei:*Snickers*
Kurama:*Takes Hiei from Kuwabara and sets him on the table*
Hiei:Why did you invite them over?!?!?!?!?!
Yusuke:Chill out Hiei we came to help.
Kuwabara:Ya *holds back laugh but has a big grin*
*Suddenly, Yusuke vanishes*
Yusuke:GAH!!!!!!*Looks up at Kurama and Kuwabara*
Kuwabara:HAHAHAHA now he's a mini too.
Kurama:*sets him on the table next to Hiei and tries not to laugh*
Hiei: *Smirks*
*Suddenly, everyone is normal again*

Yusuke:I'AM ME AGAIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hiei:*Looks relieved*
Kurama:Be quiet!*smacks Yusuke's head*
Yusuke:OW!
*Knock on door*
*Kuwabara opens it*
Kayko and Shizuru:School now!
Kayko:*Grabs Yusuke's ear and drags him*
Shizuru:*Grabs the collar of Kuwabara's shirt and drags him too*
Kurama:Well *sweatdrop*That was entertaining.
Hiei:*Looks at sunrise*
Hiei:It shouldn't be sunrise.
Kurama:Your right somehow time was forwarded.
Hiei:*Nod*
Kurama:Oh well at least your normal again.
Hiei:Which reminds me *Punches Kurama's head really hard*
Kurama:OW!!!!!!!!*Grabs head*
Hiei:That was for knocking me out.
Kurama:*Small laugh*
Hiei:What?!?!?!?!
Kurama:Oh nothing.
Hiei:Hn......
Kurama:So you wanna stay for breakfast mom likes it when I have friends over which isn't very often.
Hiei:*Looks a little surprised*

Hiei:No way I have better things to do.
*Kuwabara and Yusuke*Come running back*
Yusuke:Darnit those girls tricked us today's Saturday!
Kuwabara:We got ambushed by them and they wanted us to help them do a clean-up project.
Kurama:*Laugh*
Kurama:Why don't you all stay for breakfast?
Kuwabara and Yusuke:YAY!!!!!!!!BREAKFAST!!!!!!!!
Hiei:*rolls his eyes*
Kurama:Come on Hiei it'll be fun!
Hiei:*Rolls eyes again*Ya sure.
Kurama:Okay then Hiei is eating too.
Hiei:HEY!!!!!!Wait I never said.......*gets cut off*
Yusuke and Kuwabara:Breakfast is the most important meal of the day!
Kuwabara:And I'am cooking. Kurama:You'll have to fight my mom for that.
Yusuke:*Laugh*Imagines Kuwabara in an apron*
Hiei:*reads his mind and snickers*
Kurama:Okay then.
*So they with little or more trouble have breakfast*
What awaits our heros next time?Find out. Next time:The brother of the witches makes his appearance
and it seems our heros have alot to deal with especially when everyone gets all shot around.
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